Lesson 23  Z z  W w wh

Introduction of letter sound
Circle the pictures which start with 'z' or 'w'

Blend the sounds to make words

| w-e-n-t | z-a-p | z-i-g-z-a-g | w-i-l-l |

Read these words
west  buzz  swell  fizz  swim  wheel

Draw a picture for the sentence

The swell was big so we rode the waves in to the shore.
Write these words twice each. Put a dot under sounds that have one letter, and a line for sounds that have 2 or 3 letters e.g. (in the word jet each sound has one letter) (in the word ‘maid’, ‘ai’ has 2 letters, but 1 sound)

swim

buzz

wept

went

Count the sounds in these words (you might want to use your fingers)

Tricky Words

Look, say and trace | Write, cover and check | Write again and check
---|---|---
other
were
why
some
many